Week 12: Assignment 12

The due date for submitting this assignment has passed.

Due on 2021-10-30, 23:59 IST.

As per our records you have not submitted this assignment.

1) Which of the following software is used for Material flow analysis?
   - PAKHAYE
   - OMNIA
   - CALNEY
   - VISSIM

No, the answer is incorrect. Score: 0
Accepted Answers: OMNIA

2) STAR rating system stands for ________
   - Sustainable Transp. Assessment Rating
   - Systematic Transp. Assessment Rating
   - Sustainable Transportation Appraisal Rating
   - Sustainable Transportation Assessment Rating

No, the answer is incorrect. Score: 0
Accepted Answers: Sustainable Transportation Appraisal Rating

3) STAR rating system used in the transport project rating is developed by:
   - Asian Development Bank
   - African Development Bank
   - World Bank
   - Inter-American Development Bank

No, the answer is incorrect. Score: 0
Accepted Answers: Asian Development Bank

4) Site Rating System has 4 criteria and 15 sub-criteria for evaluation.
   - True
   - False

No, the answer is incorrect. Score: 0
Accepted Answers: False

5) The sustainable development goals (SDGs) India index is developed by ________
   - Ministry of Environment, Forests and Climate Change
   - Planning Commission
   - Ministry of Road Transport and Highways
   - NITI Aayog

No, the answer is incorrect. Score: 0
Accepted Answers: NITI Aayog

6) The correct order for the methodology of construction of the SDGs India index is:
   - Raw data-Target setting-Normalisation-Goal score-composite score
   - Raw data-Normalisation-Goal score-composite score
   - Raw data-Normalisation-Goal score-Target setting-composite score
   - Raw data-Target setting-Goal score-Normalisation-composite score

No, the answer is incorrect. Score: 0
Accepted Answers: Raw data-Target setting-Normalisation-Goal score-composite score

7) As per SDG Index 2019, India’s policy trends are compatible with 2 degree Celsius Paris Agreement.
   - True
   - False

No, the answer is incorrect. Score: 0
Accepted Answers: True

8) Which of the following SDGs has been emitted in SDG India Index?
   - EDD-0
   - EDD-1
   - SDG-17
   - SDG-16

No, the answer is incorrect. Score: 0
Accepted Answers: SDG-17

9) In Environmental Performance Index (EPI), Environmental vitality has a weightage of ________
   - 40%
   - 60%
   - 70%
   - 30%

No, the answer is incorrect. Score: 0
Accepted Answers: 70%

10) The region which is highly ranked according to Environmental Performance Index is ________
    - Asia Pacific
    - Global West
    - Eastern Europe
    - Latin America

No, the answer is incorrect. Score: 0
Accepted Answers: Global West